A new
tradition of
shopping

Petersbogen
Leipzig

Retail opportunities in the city’s
main shopping street

Reflecting
The birthplace of Wagner.
Home to Bach, Mendelssohn and
to one of the world’s great
universities where Goethe
studied. No city has a prouder
tradition than Leipzig.
Now, with exciting and dramatic change happening all
across the city, Petersbogen is set to play its part in a
whole new tradition of visitor experience.

A stunning new development in Leipzig’s 100% prime
shopping pitch, Petersbogen has been conceived as a
unique 18 hour destination, combining international and
local comparison goods retailing, a cinema, restaurants,
food court, a new law school and dedicated basement
car parking with direct access from the perimeter Ring.

Petersbogen represents Leipzig’s most important city
centre development since re-unification, both in terms of
scale and location. It is a hugely prominent site that
demands the highest possible standards of concept and

a proud history
in a new way
architecture to reflect its rich history, its very

Petersbogen is ideally placed to serve not only

substantial frontage to Petersstraße, its historic

Leipzig residents, its business and academic

Passage linkage to the Neues Rathaus and the

communities but also the rapidly expanding

baroque splendour of its surrounding buildings.

numbers of international visitors to the city.

A beautiful mystery...
During the Peterbogen excavation
works a remarkable archeological
discovery was made; a large number
of fabulous gold coins from England
and other European countries dating
from between 1446 and 1668.
Evidence suggests that they were
thrown to their resting place –
perhaps hidden – in haste.
But why, and by whom?

Petersbogen from Petersstraße

We shall probably never know.

The architecture of the Petersbogen shopping

Tourists who come for Leipzig’s culture, its

Even before Petersbogen is

center responds superbly to the challenge, by

history and its music. Business people who now

completed, the excitement has begun...

combining modern materials incorporated on a

flock to this ‘city of trade.’

grand scale, contrasting beautifully with
adjoining buildings and providing a very stylish

Leipzig is a city of tradition,

and cosmopolitan internal environment, set to

a city of change. A city of life.

provide a most enjoyable shopping and leisure

Early in the millennium,

experience.

Petersbogen will be right at
the heart of that life.

A beautiful combina
with n
Petersbogen is located on
Petersstraße, the principal
shopping street in Leipzig,
alongside some of Germany’s
leading retailers, such as
Peek & Cloppenburg, Karstadt,
Hennes & Mauritz, Görtz and C&A.
Petersbogen will re-establish the historic covered
connection between medieval Schloßgasse and modern
Petersstraße by the creation of a new and exciting urban
structure that will not only provide a 6 storey architectural
landmark, but also a unique retail experience for
the shopper in Leipzig.

The Passage
shopping

tion of tradition
ew ideas
From the bustle of Petersstraße and its new large

Indeed Petersbogen will be characterised as

stores, shoppers will stroll via the light and airy

much for its 18 hour, morning to evening,

Juridicum Passage offering a quieter

year round activity, as for its splendid modern

sophistication in its exclusive

architecture, its innovative use of traditional

smaller shops, to the stunning
glazed Rotunda, the crossing
point between the passage and Schloßgasse.
copper set alongside spacious glass
This will be a place to meet; a place to linger
areas, which contrast and at the same
and rest; a place to watch the world go by.
time so successfully complement the
It connects the lower food court and basement
surrounding buildings of the old city.
car decks to the ground level passage and the

upper level of the cinema and law school,
via glass lifts and escalators, which allow visitors
the opportunity to take in the dramatic views
across Burgplatz to the city beyond.

A creation with ingred
every
Petersbogen will be much

more than just another

comparison fashion shopping, with major

international anchor tenants Mango,

WE Fashion and Bonita/Nicholas Scholtes

shopping center. With its cinema,

already committed. To complement them a

law school and food court,

number of units in the passage and basement

The University of Leipzig Law School and

have been designed to accommodate the smaller

Reading Room, located above the retail units

local retailer or regional chain. Both are critical

to the north of Juridicum Passage, provides

to a vibrant tenant mix and can be

a ‘captive’ population of university students

accommodated in a variety of unit sizes from

and staff, adding to the vitality of the mix

Busy from dawn until the early hours, it will provide

134m2 in Juridicum Passage up to 1150m2

that is Petersbogen.

something for everyone – a place to shop, take in a movie,

fronting Petersstraße and 1200m2 for a

study or just meet friends over a coffee or a meal.

supermarket in the basement food court.

Fundamentally it will provide a superb range

The ‘Cinestar’ cinema is a multi level 8 screen

of international and local retailer. 12,000m2 of

complex, operated by Kieft & Kieft, Germany’s

retail space to the highest cosmopolitan

leading independent cinema operator. It will

standards providing the very best in

provide 2400 seats, together with a range of

The University has operated from this site since

food and drink kiosks at mezzanine level and a

its origins in the 14th Century and is a further

first floor restaurant area. The cinema will

historic link to the project of which the developer

bring a vibrance to the center throughout

and the people of Leipzig are justifiably proud.

it will become an integral and
vital part of Leipzig city life.

the evening.
The catering facilities within the scheme will be
of a truly international standard. A basement
food court provides a range of speciality catering
including fresh food and at first floor level a lively
restaurant complex will broaden the range of
eating and drinking to be provided in the scheme.

These various elements combine to produce a
strong tenant mix of comparison goods retailing,
restaurants and bars, a food court, a cinema and
the University.

dients to please
y taste
With the improved link between
Petersstraße and Burgplatz,
where over 1200 people work in
the surrounding buildings of the
Neues Rathaus and the Stadthaus
alone, Petersbogen will offer a
wonderfully vibrant 18 hour retail and
leisure experience, to the benefit of both
operators and visitors alike.

The Rotunda

Easy access for a ric

Petersbogen from Schloßgasse, showing the Rotunda link and the car park

Leipzig has stood at the
crossroads of Europe for
centuries, with a proud
tradition of trade.

The city has a population of 475,000 and

Messegelände. Alongside the ever increasing

beyond that a wider metropolitan population of

numbers of tourists, coming to the city for its

almost 1 million within a 45 minute drive,

festivals, sights and culture, all provide

which looks to Leipzig for much of its shopping,

significant additional spending power.

leisure and service needs. These numbers are
considerably boosted by the thousands of
business men and women flying into
Leipzig’s already excellent, though rapidly
expanding, airport, visiting the numerous Trade
Fairs and Exhibitions at the Neues

h variety of visitors
The wider metropolitan area is already served

begun the process of reversing that trend, which

by a comprehensive radial bus, tram and rail

is set to continue as more retail and leisure

network as well as growing car ownership. This

schemes are completed within the inner Ring.

will be further improved by the new S-Bahn

Petersbogen is set to capitalise on that trend

regional train, due to be completed in 2001,

and to make shopping within the Ring an

with a station within 50 metres of

increasingly enjoyable experience and not just a

Petersbogen.

necessity. Footfall along Petersstraße is already
the highest in Leipzig and Petersbogen will
undoubtedly serve to enhance this importance.

Access for shoppers by car to Petersbogen will
be secure, dry and convenient by virtue of a
new road tunnel from the inner city Ring via
Lottersstraße, directly into the scheme’s own
underground car park. Three decks of parking
will provide 552 spaces with a further 220 spaces
in the adjoining Burgplatz re-development. Lift
access via the glazed Rotunda will take shoppers
swiftly up to the retail mall and cinema. Access
could hardly be easier.

On 1996 figures, a significant proportion of
retail trade was being lost by the central area
of Leipzig to suburban centres.
The increasing growth and
consolidation of city centre
shopping since that time has

Sears Tower
Chicago, USA

Making the
changes happen
AMEC plc is a major
international engineering

AMEC Developments are one of the UK’s
leading commercial property development
companies with a current project portfolio

construction and development

extending to 1.5 million sq m with an end value

group offering a total service

of £750m. These companies combined provide

from concept through to

the local resource and commercial property
development expertise to ensure the successful

completion and aftercare across
the full range of the world’s

Hong Kong Airport
China

process, manufacturing and
service industries.

delivery of Petersbogen.
AMEC are totally committed to delivering for
the city of Leipzig a stunning new destination
where shopping, leisure and academic life
will all combine to provide a bustling

Listed on the UK Stock Exchange,

cosmopolitan environment both day and night

AMEC has grown to a global turnover of £3.4bn and a

in Leipzig’s prime shopping location.

market capitalisation of £750m.

Petersbogen is being undertaken jointly between two
wholly owned subsidiaries of AMEC plc;
Great Bridgewater

KIG Immobiliengesellschaft mbH & C0. KG and

Manchester, UK

AMEC Developments Ltd. KIG is a dedicated single
purpose company created for the procurement and
delivery of Petersbogen and is based in Leipzig, whilst

Times Square
New York, USA

KIG Immobiliengesellschaft mbH & C0. KG
Büro Leipzig, Ferdinand-Lassalle-Straße 5,
D-04109 Leipzig.
Tel: (0341) 9833194. Fax: (0341) 9836360.
AMEC Developments Limited
Anchorage 1, Anchorage Quay,

Almondvale
Shopping Centre

Salford Quays, Manchester M5 2YJ, United Kingdom.
Tel: +44(0)161-877 3400. Fax: +44(0)161-877 5480.

Livingston, Scotland

Quayside
Newcastle, UK
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Joint agents:
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A
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R

Rossmarkt 11 60311 Frankfurt/M

Petersstraße 12-14, D-04109 Leipzig

Tel: 069 91 30 86 0 . Fax: 069 91 30 86 50

Tel: 03 41-22 63 30 . Fax: 03 41-2 26 33 30

The Joint Agents for themselves and for the vendors or lessors of this property whose agents they are, give notice that: (1) The particulars are produced in good faith, are set out as a general guide only
and do not constitute part of a contract, (2) No person in the employment of the Joint Agents has any authority to make or give any representation or warranty whatsoever in relation to this property,
(3) Unless otherwise stated all prices and rents are quoted exclusive of VAT.

